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Question/Problem/Purpose and Variables
How can I design something that would efficiently make my softball glove more pliable?

Conditioning or working in a glove takes players a year of patience and even money to develop, which may 
involve a lot of patience and even money. The instrument I will be making could be a quicker and more efficient 
way to break in your softball glove. I became interested in this idea when after more than a year, my own glove 
still hasn’t fully accustomed to be flexible and loose. My teammates have been trying to condition their gloves and 
I realized how much of a struggle the process truly is. The information gained from this experiment will benefit not 
only myself and my teammates, but current and future ball players as well. The project/experiment will 
demonstrate most effective or different ways to condition a softball glove.

Variables:

The manipulated/independent variable is the three gloves (they are the exact same kind) and the three different 
ways I’m conditioning/breaking in a glove to make it more pliable.  This includes using the Velcro Firehose tool 
with measurements, the Glove Heat Treatment spray with a belt, and a belt with measurements. 

The responding/dependent variable is how many softballs were caught in the pocket vs dropped. Having a flexible 
glove allows you to catch more softballs without error. 

To measure the responding/dependent variable, I will condition the gloves in the three aforementioned methods 
for two weeks before/during the experimental period.



Research
I researched a variety of items used in softball, the common ways to break in a glove, and the composition of 
materials I tested in my experiment. To expand on my knowledge of softball, but to dive deeper into the topic, I 
discovered why softball gloves need to be broken in and how they should be broken in. I did lots of research 
on the topic of gloves and making the Velfire (refer to terms to know). I needed to know specific information on 
the material of firehose and the cost, looks, size, and brand of the glove. I was also curious about how 
different aspects of the firehose would affect the glove. “Will the material make the glove flexible? Will it bend? 
Will it stretch it, or will it keep it in a position to where it is stuck and can’t move?” are some examples of 
questions I asked myself. When I was in front of my three gloves, I made measurements on each one. When 
forming my hypothesis, I had to keep in mind, “How long will it take to break in depending on the variety of 
ways?  What materials are my gloves made of? Will that affect anything? What material is most common?” But 
what I thought of most was how each different way of testing a glove was going to affect it. So I could test the 
durability of each glove, I researched about my pitching machine and the speeds I should set it to depending 
on the average speed my age group throws. Lastly, I looked up “Heat Treatment” and discovered its cost and 
impacts on softball gloves. This allowed me to use “Heat Treatment” as a way of testing.



Hypothesis and Constants
If we test the Velfire (See diagram), a belt, and heat treatment with a belt for one week on three different gloves, 
then glove tested with the Velfire will catch the most softballs in the pocket. 

I based my hypothesis on durability, elasticity, strength, rigidity, of the firehose. This helps me mold the glove into 
a closing position and keep its shape. The breaking in process can take many days, and even weeks. In my 
experience, brand new gloves are very stiff and do not close well, hindering me from catching. With my Velfire 
tool (see diagram), the glove that it was tested with will make effective progress, in catching.

Constants:
My constants (what I kept the same) in my experiment included testing on the same type of glove, catching 50 
balls each trial, leaving each glove in their conditioning/break in treatment for a week. I put all the belts on the 
same setting (Tightened each belt to 27 centimeters), I used the same speed every time. I also kept the same 
distance between the pitching machine and myself each trial, I used the same pitching machine and balls each 
trial, and I ran my trials the same time each test. Lastly, I tested at the same field every trial.



Materials
● 12” Rawlings Sure Catch series Fastpitch leather softball glove (4) 
● Ruler
● Firehose (70cm) WITH MEASUREMENTS
● Velcro (32 cm)
● Belt (70cm)
● Regular 12 in softball (4)
● Fine Point Sharpie
● KitchenAid Shears
● 15.25 x 10.25 x in Baking Sheet (Wilton)
● 61cm wool Cloth
● 91 Measuring Tape 
● Glove Heat Treatment Spray
● Dimple Balls for Pitching Machine
● Pitching Machine



Procedure: Making the Velfire (See diagram on Slide 11)
1. Measure and mark 70cm on firehose (29 inches or about 2 feet and 5 inches).
2. Cut the 70cm using “KitchenAid Shears”.
3. Measure 26cm of velcro and then cut.
4. Apply 2 pieces of velcro on back and front side of firehose using adhesive side. (32cm or 12.5 

inches)-
5. If needed, add crazy glue/hot glue or any type of sticky platform beneath velcro. 

How to put measurements on the “Velfire”:

1. On side with white velcro (Outside part), line up measuring tape with firehose.
2. Mark with a sharpie in the firehose where the centimeters line up/indicate. Mark the entire 

length/width 
3. Place numbers above each mark until the end of the firehose.

Footnote: If you run out of room, simply place the numbers higher or lower above the mark. 



Procedures: How to apply Velfire
1. Lay out velfire strap, the written numbers facing up.
2. Place glove in center of the strap.
3. Wrap strap around glove, connecting the velcro
4. Attach velcro when met with 27 centimeters.

Procedures: Steps to Run Experiment 
1. Gather materials.
2. Plug in pitching machine in a field area, and turn on.
3. Person wearing glove 1 will stand in front of home plate ready to catch.
4. Set pitching machine speed to 53 MPH.
5. Place 12 in softball or specific softball needed for a specific machine, in the pitching machine.
6. Person wearing glove 1 will catch or attempt to catch the ball.
7. If caught, record/write down. EX: “1/50 caught” “2/50 caught” “3/50 caught” and so on.
8. If dropped, record/write down. EX: “1/50 dropped” “2/50 dropped” “3/50 dropped” and so on.
9. Continue process with the rest of the gloves.



Procedures: How to use Hot Glove Treatment (From Packaging)

1. Preheat oven to 149 degrees celsius
2. Lay a clean, dry cloth on baking sheet and set aside.
3. Shake Heat Treatment bottle
4. Spray on only 1 layer treatment covering the entire glove-including laces and between fingers.
5. Rub the spray into the glove until you have a layer of thin white film on the glove. (Place on the baking sheet 

and into the preheated oven)
6. Do NOT treat inside glove where you insert your hand.
7. Dampen or moisten cloth by running it under water.
8. Wrap glove with damp towel from earlier
9. Place glove in oven for ONLY 4 MINUTES! (Treatment formula will be absorbed deeply into the leather.)

10. Remove baking sheet with oven mitt. DON’T HANDLE GLOVE IF TOO HOT!!
11. When cooled down for 3 minutes or more, aggressively flex, bend, and shape glove for 10 minutes.
12. Make sure to curve the tips of glove fingers inward.
13. Shape pocket/web by placing ball in glove.
14. Let the glove cool down overnight with softball in pocket.
15. Repeat process several times if necessary to get desired softness and flexibility.
16. After glove has “rested” for the night, place 70 cm belt around it. (With softball firmly pressed into pocket.)
17. Wrap it around to the tightness of 48 cm
18. Keep it wrapped for a week.



My Design and Engineered Velfire Diagram (AND PICTURES)
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Results and Conclusion

The purpose of this experiment was to create a softball glove conditioning tool, so that the glove will be loose and 
pliable. The results were that the Velfire tested glove caught the most and dropped the least softballs. It caught 45 
softballs and dropped 5. The belt tested glove caught 39 and dropped 11 softballs. The belt with heat treatment 
tested glove was the least effective, catching 38 and dropping 12 softballs. Finally, the control glove caught 40 
and dropped 10 softballs. 

My hypothesis was if we test the Velfire (See diagram), a belt, and heat treatment and a belt for one week on 
three different gloves, then the glove tested with the Velfire will catch the most softballs. 

The velfire conditioned the glove most effectively compared to other conditioning treatments tested on gloves. 
(The other ways testing a glove include using a belt, and a belt with “Heat Treatment”) The results indicated that 
that this hypothesis should be supported. The reason why is because the glove with the velfire was the 
well-working and pliable. As a result of this experiment, I wonder if I created a different way the firehose could 
wrap around the glove, could/would it catch more softballs. If I were to conduct this experiment again, I would 
change how much I would wrap the Velcro Firehose tool around the glove. Ex. Instead of 27 cm, I would change it 
30 cm. I would also make more realistic hypothesis about the after-durability of the glove and conduct the “Glove 
Heat Treatment” everyday for a week. 



Abstract
The purpose of this project was to test different ways to effectively condition a glove. The independent 
variable would be the three different ways to condition a glove. The dependent variable is the glove nothing is 
done to. The hypothesis was if I tighten the Velfire around a glove, then it will be conditioned, compared to 
other tested ways of conditioning the glove.

The experimental procedure was making my Velfire tool, using the other ways of conditioning the other 
gloves, attempting to catch softballs and after testing. This sample included four Rawlings softball gloves. The 
manipulated variable was the velcro fire hose tool. The responding variable was how many softballs were 
caught/dropped and how many centimeters the glove could close. To measure, count the softballs and record 
data on paper.

The results were the Velfire glove caught 45 and dropped 5 softballs. The belt glove caught 39 and 
dropped 11 softballs. The belt with heat dropped 12 and caught 38. Finally, the control glove caught 30 and 
dropped 10 softballs. An error I encountered was I forget to record some measurements when I first started 
the experiment. I noticed and re-ran those trials. My hypothesis was supported.

The findings are useful for current and future softball players looking for a way to condition a glove. In 
the future, the change made could be how much the Velfire wraps around the glove, make a more realistic 
hypothesis, and conduct the “Heat Treatment '' everyday for one week.
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Terms to Know
● SOFTBALL- A modified form of baseball played on a similar field with larger ball, seven rather than nine 

innings, and underarm pitching.
● SOFTBALL- The ball used in the game softball. Used to pitch, catch, hit, throw, field, and practice.
● CENTIMETER- A metric unit of length, equal to one hundredth of a meter. 
● MOUND- (In softball/baseball)  Also referred to as the pitching circle. A rubber rectangular plate in the center 

of a softball/baseball diamond.
● DIMPLE BALLS- More commonly used for pitching use. No seams, little dimples scattered around the ball. 

Perfectly symmetrical.
● FIREHOSE- A large diameter hose used in Extinguishing fires. If expired, it can be used for another 

project/use.
● VELCRO- A material or fastener consisting of thin plastic sheet, one covered with tiny loops and the other 

with tiny flexible hooks. Which adhere when pressed together and can be separated when pulled apart 
deliberately.

● EFFECTIVE- (What “effective” means in my project) Was/is able to condition the/a glove so it’s durable and 
loose.

● HEAT TREATMENT- The use of heat when breaking in a glove or to modify the properties of a material.
● CELSIUS- Of or denoting a scale of temperature on which water freezes at 0 degrees C and boils at 100 

degrees C under standard conditions.  Used to measure temperature in the metric system.


